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Proof changes

Formatting changes requested

Title & Abstract - Please ensure these are identical in the manuscript and in the submission system.

This has been done.

Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system. The authors (forename, initial (if any), surname) should be written identically and in the order in which they are listed in the submission system.

This has been done.

Figure and table placement text - Please remove the figure and table placement text. Figures and tables will be included in the final version of the manuscript as near as possible to their first mention in the manuscript.

This has been done.

Tables and Figures - Please move the figure legends and tables to after the references.

This has been done.
References - The reference list should contain all authors' names, regardless of how many there are. The term "et al" should not be used.

EndNote or Refman references - If your references are formatted using EndNote or Refman, please make any changes in the EndNote or Refman record, rather than editing the references in the manuscript manually.

I used EndNote on the manuscript, with the BMC Health Services output style. This automatically changes the authors to et al. I even tried BMC Cardiovascular Dis output style, and I noticed that et al was still used. It seems to adopt et al after the first 10 authors. The full authors are listed in my EndNote library record - so I cannot change this there. I have therefore left these as they are - I did not change them manually. Please note that when I checked these on the manuscript upload page, the term et al was not used on the BMC system.

Formatting changes not requested

"ACS patients" has been changed to "patients with ACS" throughout the manuscript.

Background - 3rd paragraph
"the" has been deleted from the following sentence: "Depressed cases from either scale were combined for (the) analysis".

Results - Health advice, etc. - 3rd paragraph
A 95% CI has been rounded down to 3.2 from 3.24 in the following sentence: "Logistic regression determined ..... even when controlling for age and sex (OR=2.0, 95% CI 1.2-3.2, p=0.008)."

Results - psychosocial outcomes - 3rd paragraph
"people" has been changed to "person" in the following sentence: "Patients reported living with a median of 1 (IQR 1-2) other person"

Results - Depression status - 2nd paragraph
The word "increase" has been inserted into the results of the following sentence: "Controlling for baseline depression, age (OR=0.97 for 1 year increase, 95% CI 0.94-0.996, p=0.025) was a significant predictor of one-year depression"

Discussion - Secondary prevention profile.... - 1st paragraph
In the final sentence, we have changed "no" to "little": "Since proportions taking both aspirin and lipid-lowering medications did not change, there is little evidence to suggest..."

Discussion - Impact of depression - 4th paragraph
We have inserted the phrase "data not shown" to clarify the following sentence: "Baseline depressed cases were less likely to feel better, but this relationship became marginal when controlling for gender (supporting a hypothesis of worse psychosocial outcomes for women post-ACS - data not shown)."
Discussion - Scale comparison

We inserted the word "independently" to clarify the following sentence: "Neither scale independently predicted perceived health ratings at one year."

Table 1

The median and IQR of number of cigarettes smoked per day are now both on the same line, instead of separate lines.